REPORT
REPORT TO:

Mayor Rick Bonnette & Members of Council

REPORT FROM:

Chris G. Mills, P. Eng., Director of Infrastructure Services &
Town Engineer
John Linhardt, MCIP, RPP, Director of Planning,
Development & Sustainability

DATE:

June 23, 2011

REPORT NO.:

INF-2011-0035

RE:

GTA West Corridor Environmental Assessment
Transportation Development Strategy Report

RECOMMENDATION:
THAT Report No. INF-2011-0035, dated June 23, 2011, regarding the GTA West
Corridor Environmental Assessment Transportation Development Strategy Report, be
received;
AND FURTHER THAT the Town of Halton Hills requests that the Ministry of
Transportation (MTO) amend the Draft GTA West Corridor Environmental Assessment
Transportation Development Strategy Report prior to finalizing Stage 1 of the
Environmental Assessment process to recommend only Alternative 4-2, which includes
a new corridor from Highway 400 to the Highway 401/407 Interchange in Halton Hills
and the required widening of Highway 401 from the Highway 401/407 Interchange to
the Tremaine/Highway 401 Interchange in Milton using urban expressway criteria, to
satisfy the transportation needs to 2031;
AND FURTHER THAT the MTO be advised that the Town of Halton Hills does not
support the new east-west corridor through the agricultural and rural areas of Halton
Hills from the north-south component to Tremaine Road (formerly Alternative 4-3) due
to significant impacts on the Town’s agriculture and rural fabric and inconsistency with
the Province’s, Region’s and Council’s vision of Halton Hills under the Growth Plan for
the Greater Golden Horseshoe;
AND FURTHER THAT the Town of Halton Hills continues to support the transportation
improvements outlined in the Halton-Peel Boundary Area Transportation Study

(HPBATS) (consistent with Alternative 4-2), as the strategy to accommodate the GTA
West transportation demands to 2031 through Halton Hills;
AND FURTHER THAT a copy of this report be forwarded to The Honorable Kathleen
Wynne, Minister of Transportation; Ted Arnott, MPP; Region of Halton; Town of Milton;
City of Brampton; Town of Caledon; Region of Peel; MTO staff and consultants working
on this project.
BACKGROUND:
Staff had previously reported to Council that the MTO was considering two options for
the GTA West Corridor: Alternative 4-2 and Alternative 4-3.
Alternative 4-2 proposed a new Provincial transportation corridor, which would extend
from Highway 400, across north Brampton/south Caledon, then generally follow the
proposed North South Transportation Corridor (recommended in HPBATS), connect to
Highway 401 and/or 407 between Eighth Line and Winston Churchill Boulevard in
Halton Hills, and maximize the widening of the 401 Corridor to the Tremaine
Road/Highway 401 Interchange in Milton.
Alternative 4-3 proposed a new Provincial transportation corridor from Highway 400,
across north Brampton/south Caledon, then crossing into Halton Hills in the vicinity of
the proposed North South Transportation Corridor and extending southwesterly through
the agricultural and rural areas of Halton Hills between 5 Side Road and 10 Side Road,
to Highway 401 in the vicinity of Tremaine Road in Milton.
Through Council Report No. INF-2010-0049, staff outlined a number of concerns
related to Alternative 4-3, including the potential for this new Provincial transportation
corridor to fragment the Town’s agricultural area, undermine the rural character of the
area, and potentially result in two new major transportation facilities in south Halton
Hills (GTA West Corridor and North South Corridor recommended by HPBATS).
At Council meeting dated July 19, 2010; in response to Council Report No. INF-20100049, Council adopted the following recommendation:
THAT Report No. INF-2010-0049, dated July 7, 2010, regarding GTA
West Corridor and Niagara to GTA Corridor, Planning and Environmental
Assessment Studies Update, be received;
AND FURTHER THAT the MTO be requested to make a presentation to
Council following the release of the Draft Transportation Strategy Report;
AND FURTHER THAT this report outlining the Town’s serious concerns
with the GTA West Corridor Alternative 4-3 be forwarded to the MTO for
use in the development of the Transportation Strategy Report;
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AND FURHTER THAT a copy of this report and the letter from the Mayor
be circulated to Ted Arnott, MPP, Region of Halton, Town of Milton and
MTO staff working on this project.

In March, 2011 the MTO released the Draft Transportation Development Strategy
Report recommending one strategy, a combination of Alternatives 4-3 and 4-2 and
indicated that it would be available for comment for a minimum of ninety (90) days. The
complete report is available at http://www.gta-west.com/reports.html#draftreports.
COMMENTS:
With the release of the Draft Transportation Development Strategy, the Province
moved away from their original intent of forwarding both Alternatives 4-2 and 4-3 to
Phase 2 of the Environmental Assessment process. The recommended strategy is a
single option to include elements of both Alternatives 4-2 and 4-3 consisting of a
common corridor from Highway 400 to Halton Hills’ eastern boundary, and then an
east-west route south of 10 Side Road and a north-south connection to Highway
401/407 with the maximum widening of Highway 401 possible from the Highway
401/407 Interchange to the Tremaine/Highway 401 Interchange. A schematic of the
recommended alternative is shown in Attachment 1.
MTO has also prepared a Preliminary Route Planning Study Area, Attachment 2, that
illustrates the area in which new infrastructure may be located. As can be seen from
the attachment, a significant amount of land in Halton Hills, south of 10 Side Road is
included in the Study Area. At this time, it is unclear what actions MTO will take
regarding development applications within the Study Area. Given the amount of time
likely required to complete Phase 2 of the Environmental Assessment and define a
precise corridor, it would not be unexpected for the Province to require some level of
corridor protection within these lands.
Through approval of HPBATS, Council authorized staff to negotiate a Memorandum of
Understanding with Halton, Peel, Brampton and Caledon to implement corridor
protection for the recommended improvements arising out of that study. The corridor
protection envisioned in the HPBATS exercise is scoped to only include the north-south
corridor and east-west connection near Norval. Generally, the corridor protection
would affect lands east of the Ninth Line to either the Tenth Line or Winston Churchill
Boulevard, south of Georgetown.
A consulting team was engaged by the Town of Halton Hills to review the GTA West
Corridor Environmental Assessment Transportation Development Strategy Report. The
review focused on four main pillars:





Planning Context & Consistency with Regional & Local Official Plans
Environmental and Agricultural Impacts
Environmental Assessment Process and Strategy Development
Transportation Planning
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The assessment from the respective consultants regarding these matters are included
in Attachments 3 to 5. A brief summary is included in this report.

Planning Context & Consistency with Provincial, Regional & Local Official Plans
The Region of Halton and the Town of Halton Hills recently completed Official Plan
updates in 2009 and 2010, respectively. At the forefront was Sustainable Halton, which
was a Regionally led initiative in keeping with the Provincial Growth Plan under the
Places to Grow Act and the Provincial Policy Statement. The process, which was
primarily a review of the Region’s Urban and Rural Structure, was a complex
undertaking involving matters such as Provincial and Regional policy, urban land
supply, intensification, servicing, transportation, natural heritage, agriculture, mineral
aggregate resources, municipal finance, local aspirations and public, agency and
landowner input.
Subsequent to Town Council’s adoption of the new Official Plan in 2006, the Town
commenced several strategic and land use planning initiatives that were related to, and
were intended to respond to the Growth Plan from a local perspective and provide input
to the Sustainable Halton Plan process. These initiatives included:


A new Community Strategic Plan to the 2031 planning horizon setting out a
broad vision for the community contained in eight strategic directions.



A number of Discussion Papers and staff reports related to Sustainable Halton
setting out a preferred scale of urban growth in Halton Hills to the 2031 planning
horizon and protecting and preserving the remaining agricultural and rural lands
in Halton Hills.



Examination of the Town’s capacity to accommodate intensification within the
context provided by the Provincial Growth Plan through the Intensification
Opportunities Study (OPA No. 9) and the Georgetown GO Station Mill Street
Corridor Secondary Plan (OPA No. 7).

The Town’s preference was to accommodate a moderate amount of urban growth
(Sustainable Halton - Concept 2) through intensification and new greenfield
residential/mixed-use opportunities, while providing for new employment opportunities
in the context of an expanded 401-407 Employment Corridor to the 2031 planning
horizon. The Town also stressed to the Region the importance of minimizing impacts
on our prime agricultural area and the development of an Agricultural Strategy.
Concept 2, which was recommended by the Region and formed the basis for ROPA No.
38 and OPA No. 10, maintains and strengthens the Town’s Community Vision and
structure of three urban areas separated by agricultural and environmental lands, the
essence of which is captured in the following excerpt from the Official Plan:
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The Town of Halton Hills is comprised of several settlement areas of
varying size and a substantial rural area with a distinctive and enviable
identity that comes from the beauty and tranquility of its rural setting. It is a
place where residents enjoy safe family living, scenic beauty and active
community life. The community recognizes the unique attributes that set it
apart from other places and is passionate about preserving the small town
character and rural feeling while accommodating a moderate scale of
growth to 2031 that is in keeping with the Town’s urban and rural
character, as articulated in the Town Strategic Plan (2007). The
preservation and enhancement of these features while keeping pace with
the diverse needs of the community is at the forefront of the Town’s Vision
for its future.
The importance of agriculture as a land use and economic activity in the Town is also
recognized in the Community Vision:
The agricultural areas of the Town are considered to be an important
component of what makes up the character of the community. These
areas must be protected for future agricultural use so that they can
continue to serve an important role in the local economy. The
fragmentation of agricultural areas and the introduction of incompatible
uses in these areas is strongly discouraged by the Official Plan.
It is important to note that the ramifications of the Halton Peel Boundary Area
Transportation Study (HPBATS), specifically the potential for a north-south freeway
(similar to Alternative 4-2) located in the southeast portion of the Town connecting to
Highways 401 and 407, was considered as part of the Sustainable Halton process.
Indeed, the possibility of such a facility provided the basis for the identification of
Future Strategic Employment Areas (FSEA) in ROPA No. 38 for lands generally
between Georgetown and the 401-407 Employment Corridor to the east of the Tenth
Line.
Conversely, Alternative 4-3 to 2031 was not considered through the Sustainable Halton
process. The impacts on the Town’s prime agricultural lands are set out in a
memorandum from Stovel and Associates Inc., which is attached to this report as
Attachment 3. These impacts have the potential to undermine the Region Official Plan
and the Halton Hills’ Official Plan (Sections A1, A2.5, E1 and E2) policy framework
pertaining to the protection of agricultural lands from incompatible land uses and
prohibiting the further fragmentation of the land base. Alternative 4-3 to 2031 does not
appear to be in keeping with the Province’s own Growth Plan under the Places to Grow
Act, which calls for the protection and preservation of agricultural land as a Provincial
resource not just a Regional or Local resource.
Given the linkages between urban development and transportation corridors, which are
magnified in high growth areas, Alternative 4-3 also has the potential to put further
pressures on the new urban boundaries as determined through the Sustainable Halton
process, particularly on lands immediately south of Georgetown.
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Environmental and Agricultural Impacts
A review of the environmental and agriculture impacts within Halton Hills associated
with the strategy has been completed by Stovel and Associates Inc., and is included as
Attachment 3 of this report.
The review advises that the potential for impact on the Natural Environment is greater
with Alternative 4-3 than Alternative 4-2. In this regard, it is noted that the western
section of Alternative 4-3 represents the main area for significant natural heritage
features and natural resource features, and includes:







Provincially significant Wetland
Escarpment Natural Area
Escarpment Protection Area
Habitat for Rare, Threatened and Endangered Species
ESA
Life Science Area of Natural and Scientific Interest

The consultant concluded that Alternative 4-3 could result in the partial consumption or
additional removal of woodlands and natural wildlife habitat.
With respect to agriculture, Stovel and Associates Inc. advise that “a major highway
right-of-way associated with Corridor 4-3 will result in the consumption of prime
agricultural lands and the potential fragmentation of a prime agricultural area. Indirect
and direct impacts on the agricultural community will be difficult to mitigate. The extent
of these potential impacts will be more significant than Corridor 4-2, because the
proposed east-west orientation of Corridor 4-3 consumes substantially more of the
prime agricultural area than Corridor 4-2. Also, Corridor 4-2 is located in the southeast portion of the Town of Halton Hills and this area represents the peripheral region
of the prime agricultural area.”
Stovel and Associates Inc. further advises that the combination of Alternatives 4-2 and
4-3, in the southern portion of Halton Hills will result in the most significant impact on
prime agriculture lands.
Environmental Assessment Process and Strategy Development
Comments on the Environmental Assessment process and Strategy Development have
been prepared by R.J. Burnside & Associates Limited and are included as Attachment
4 to this report.
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A concern was flagged by the consultant regarding the application of the “building
block approach” in particular with the coupling of alternatives at the end of the study
process. It is acknowledged that utilizing the building block approach is appropriate for
this study, but the concern is that the application did not sufficiently address the Group
3 components in concert with the 4-2 alternative. Group 3 alternatives primarily
focused on expansion of existing infrastructure. This resulted in the study concluding
the need for a new corridor to satisfy traffic demand.
There was also concern with how the alternatives were compared relative to
environmental impacts. The defined impacts of Alternative 4-3 appeared to be
substantially greater, but then Alternative 4-2 was then rationalized as “slightly fewer
potential natural environment effects”. A second look at the environmental screening of
these two corridors is warranted.
The consultant disagrees that the new corridor “provides for the protection,
conservation, and wise management of Ontario’s environment”, as mandated by the
Ontario Environmental Assessment Act.
The final point to highlight is the need for the integration of the study with the Niagara
to GTA (NGTA) Environmental Assessment Study. With the NGTA not being finalized
until the western study area is re-examined and concluded, it would be prudent to
include the western terminus of GTA West as part of the same review process.
Transportation Planning
Matters pertaining to transportation planning have been examined by Hatch Mott
MacDonald and are attached to this report as Attachment 5.
The review of the transportation planning focused on the discount of the effect of road
pricing on transportation demand, even after it was requested by one of the
neighbouring municipalities. It is felt that this could result in a significant shift in
demand to the 2031 horizon.
An area to investigate further is the expanded use of rail and inter-regional transit as
promoted by Metrolinx to influence travel demand.
The specific issue of widening Highway 401 was examined to determine if there is an
opportunity to expand beyond the proposed ten (10) lanes currently being reviewed
through a separate environmental assessment. The consultant suggested that there
may be alternatives to consider by moving away from a wide rural standard to a more
compact sub-collector system that could still provide the required capacity and some
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redundancy. Insufficient evidence was presented in the strategy to discount Alternative
4-2 with a widened Highway 401 Corridor. This is a critical component as the
environmental and agriculture impacts would be significantly less with a widening of
Highway 401 than a new east-west corridor.

Summary
In summary, there are a number of issues related to the need and appropriateness of
proceeding with the Alternative 4-3 component of the draft strategy, which essentially
provides for a twinning of Highway 401 between Winston Churchill Boulevard and
Tremaine Road routed southwesterly across the agricultural and rural area of Halton
Hills. The following items need to be considered and compared against a strategy
consisting of only Alternative 4-2, including a compact widened Highway 401 through
Milton and Halton Hills, as the “final” output of Stage 1:
NEED - The GTA West Corridor Study establishes a hierarchy based on the principle
of first optimizing the existing transportation network, and then, if necessary,
incorporating non-roadway infrastructure improvements and expansion before
considering the provision of new roads and/or highways. However, the study did not
conclusively eliminate the possibility of widening Highway 401, west of James Snow
Parkway coupled with the widening of other facilities such as Highway 7 and Highway
24 before recommending the new corridor defined in Alternative 4-3.
IMPACT – During the last update of the Regional and Halton Hills Official Plans, and in
response to agency and public comment, the vast majority of prime agricultural areas
within the Town were protected. New urban land identified through Sustainable Halton
is compact and immediately adjacent to the existing urban boundary. However, MTO
recommended a strategy consisting of two major freeways in Halton Hills that will bisect
an important agricultural area leaving the area fragmented into three small sections.
RATIONALE – Given that there is a study area required in the north section of the
NGTA Corridor, it would be prudent to defer the Alternative 4-3 component until this
study is complete. Further, the study of the NGTA extension should consider
improvements north of Highway 401, which could connect to the GTA West Corridor or
upgrade of existing east-west transportation routes such as Highway 7 and Highway 24
to facilitate the northern traffic movements, as originally anticipated in the Places to
Grow Act.
Conclusion
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Through analysis of the Draft Transportation Development Strategy, the following
conclusions have been reached:
1. That the Town of Halton Hills not support the recommendation to proceed with
Alternatives 4-2 and 4-3 as one consolidated strategy.
2. That the Town of Halton Hills support the construction of Alternative 4-2 and
improvements to Highway 401 to meet the transportation needs to 2031 and
further, that the Ministry continue to pursue the future widening of Highway 401
to twelve (12) lanes west of James Snow Parkway using a compact urban
expressway rather than a “rural” standard.
3. That the Town of Halton Hills request that the study area related to the
interchange connection at Highway 401/407 be reduced to an area east of Ninth
Line to Tenth Line, reducing the impact on the Town’s employment lands,
consistent with the recommendations of HPBATS and supported by various
functional engineering designs.
4. That the Town of Halton Hills request that the Minister defer any consideration of
Alternative 4-3 component to after 2031 to allow for the following matters to be
properly addressed:
a) Numerous members of the public living in the Halton Hills area of the
proposed 4-3 corridor have indicated they were not aware of the study and
potential impacts to their properties.
b) The GTA West Corridor Environmental Assessment considered a number
of alternatives, but recommended a combination of Alternatives 4-2 and 4-3.
Their collective impact on the environment, agriculture, the rural area and
social factors were not assessed. In addition, there does not appear to be
sufficient analysis conducted on the impacts of Group 3 alternatives in
concert with the Alternative 4-2 solution. For example, the widening of
Highway 7 and Highway 24 should be considered in the strategy along with
Alternative 4-2.
c) The GTA West Study does not appear to be properly linked to the Niagara
to GTA study (NGTA). While the NGTA study could route traffic toward
potential corridors in Halton Hills, the implications of various routes have not
been considered holistically. Therefore, it is reasonable to create a western
study area similar and adjacent to the NGTA Corridor Study area to allow for
further study, as to the possibility of either creating a new route as shown in
Places to Grow or upgrade existing transportation routes with appropriate
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alternate routes around communities to achieve a broader Provincial
network.
d) Allow for further design, economic, and environmental work to be
completed on the widening of Highway 401 to determine whether a twinning
of Highway 401 between Winston Churchill Boulevard and Tremaine Road in
a new corridor is justified and necessary given the potential cost implications,
the Ministry’s stated desire to prioritize improvements to existing
infrastructure over the creation of new road corridors, and the importance of
this area as a prime agricultural area identified in the Province’s Growth Plan
and the Region’s and Town’s Official Plans.

RELATIONSHIP TO STRATEGIC PLAN:
The east-west freeway component identified in the Draft GTA West Environmental
Assessment Transportation Development Strategy Report is not consistent with the
Community Vision to 2031 or Corporate Mission to 2031.

FINANCIAL IMPACT:
There could be a future financial impact related to the Town’s 401-407 Employment
Corridor associated with uncertainty created with the broad MTO Study Area for Stage
2. At this time, it is difficult to assess the impacts with any level of certainty.

COMMUNICATIONS IMPACT:
The MTO staff will be advised of the recommendations and provided a copy of this
report for inclusion in the Environmental Assessment Report.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT:
The environmental impacts are evaluated in the Draft GTA West Environmental
Assessment Transportation Development Strategy Report. Consultants working for the
Town have also identified a number of environmental impacts and constraints as
presented in the attachments to this report. Stage 2 of the Environmental Assessment
process will focus on mitigation of the identified impacts.
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CONSULTATION:
Consultation with the Senior Management Team was undertaken as part of the
development of this report.

CONCLUSION:
The MTO Draft GTA West Environmental Assessment Transportation Development
Strategy Report is nearing the completion of Stage 1 of the Individual Environmental
Assessment process. Comments have been requested by MTO on the Transportation
Development Strategy Report. It is important for the Town to clearly outline and
articulate the concerns associated with the report and request the Minister to amend
the recommendation to be consistent with our community vision, as set out in the
Strategic Plan and the Official Plan, while still satisfying the transportation demands to
2031.
Respectfully submitted,

Chris G. Mills, P. Eng.
Director of Infrastructure Services &
Town Engineer

John Linhardt, MCIP, RPP
Director of Planning, Development &
Sustainability

Dennis Y. Perlin
Chief Administrative Officer
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